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ACROSS 

 1 I redesigned game's visual elements (6) 

 5 Famous revolutionary at the end of Blow (8) 

 9 Announces relocation of sled race (8) 

 10 Bar fight in northern Alaska city (6) 

 11 Sample of James Taylor song that Lisa Loeb 

took to #1 in 1994 (4) 

 12 Country singer Ritter composed sounds at 

specialized institute of learning (4, 6) 

 13 Bend and break gold, for example (6) 

 15 Some strong horses need to mistreat nags (8) 

 17 Carpet-protecting accessory for messy room in 

British apartment (5, 3) 

 20 They're related to Crocs and old-fashioned 

legwear, say (6) 

 22 Alert diver at sea of sediment-rich water 

formation (5, 5) 

 24 Choppers in straight lines (4) 

 25 Snakes found inside prompts 

profane language (6) 

 26 Part of the cast of Dune 

organized gathering at swamp (8) 

 27 In France, the set design initially 

involved in Hamlet disappoints  

  (4, 4) 

 28 Freeform poem about New 

York's namesake (6) 

 

DOWN 

 2 Milwaukee starter and Houston 

hitter employing eastern guru (7) 

 3 Gorge like a sea bird? (5) 

 4 Clever trick: flipping over super-

sized pastries (9) 

 5 Prosecutors brought up measurement of 

speed from device in a cop car (4, 3) 

 6 Ram with no tail climbing in the manner of big 

horns (5) 

 7 OnStar malfunctioning around the part of 

America that includes New England (9) 

 8 Tea - primarily black tea - in need of trimming 

(3, 4) 

 14 Curiously noiseless protectors of cubs (9) 

 16 Returning soldiers' disposition is mark of 

distinction (9) 

 18 Rest and relaxation on bustling Eur. isle (7) 

 19 Many-storied hotel in Baltic metropolis (7) 

 21 Don't begin untested attempt at returning 

spacecraft to Earth (7) 

 23 62.5% discount on '70s music (5) 

 24 Wheel on the rear of German car makes  

  sound (5) 

   


